Definition and polarity of action of DNA replication terminators in Bacillus subtilis.
The first stage in termination of chromosome replication in Bacillus subtilis involves arrest of the clockwise fork at the inverted repeat region (IRR), comprising the opposed IRI and IRII sequences, adjacent to the upstream region of the rtp gene, which encodes the replication terminator protein RTP. RTP binds to IRI and IRII. The ability of the IRR and its components to function as terminators, in conjunction with RTP, and their polarity of action have now been tested by the use of plasmids replicating in B. subtilis as unidirectional theta structures and into which potential terminator sequences were inserted in alternate orientations relative to fork movement. When the complete IRR was inserted into such plasmids and the new plasmids transferred into a B. subtilis strain overproducing RTP, it was able to block movement of a replication fork approaching from either direction. IRI and IRII were shown to function as polar terminators, each blocking movement of a fork when it approached from one particular direction but not the other. Furthermore, the polarity of action was in accordance with the IRR being able to operate as a replication fork trap. Thus, a fork approaching the IRR would pass through the first terminator encountered (IRI or IRII) and be halted by the second. The previously observed nonfunctioning of a particular orientation of chromosomal IRR as a fork arrest site probably reflects a limiting level of RTP in the cell. Interestingly, a 21 base-pair core sequence spanning a single RTP binding site within IRI (the 47 base-pair IRI contains 2 binding sites) was unable to arrest a fork approaching from either direction in the plasmid system. This suggests that both binding sites within an IR must be filled in order to function as an arrest site. It is possible that co-operative interaction between adjacent dimers within IRI or IRII provides the necessary conformation for causing fork arrest.